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 Estelle M. Tuozzo - Hello everyone from 
sunny Illinois 

 Lisa Louise Cooke's Genealogy Gems - @Gwynn Socolich sending hugs your way. 

 Karen Tomblin - Good Morning from rainy Vancouver Island 

 Sharon Holly-Sahlin - Good Morning Everyone 

 Pat windercove - Thank you. I saw you at the conference in Richmond VA. 

 Barbara Dawes - @Gwynn Socolich a loss is a loss and especially when noted on special 
days. We lost my husband's mother this last week at 103 years 7 months 8 days - she just slipped 
away on us 

 Kelli Watts - Hello from Murtaugh Idaho. Cool breeze this morning. Feels wonderful 

 jim justice - hi from near Sedro-Wooley WA 

 Lucinda Lamme - I'm really looking forward to your follow-up process, Lisa! 

 Dee or Bill Pace -  Hello from Athens, TX. 

 Kasey O'Keefe- Just liked the video. I'm sure it will be as good as all the others.  

 K M VaughanKate in Michigan 

 kimberly muench - Hi from East Aurora NY! 

 Cindy Suda - Good Morning from Grants Pass, Oregon! Tea time! Anxious to hear about 
your discoveries, Lisa!!! :D 

 Gwynn Socolich - Thanks for the virtual hugs! 

 Rosalyn Dowling - Hello from Locust Grove, VA 

 Cathy C - I just got back from going to the office to get more stuff to work from home. It 
was a little creepy going in there knowing the 17 story building has had 6 cases of the virus in it. 

 Mary Duke - Hi from Central Texas 

 Lucinda Lamme - Hugs to you, Gwynn. Losing a mother is the hardest. 

 Kelly Finchum - Hi from the Oklahoma City Metro. 
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 Margaret Cline Harmon - Hi from Zachary, Louisiana. Great family photos. 

 Diane Wadsworth - Hi from Sunny Bend Oregon 

 Carolyn Halladay - Hello from Nampa, Idaho! 

 Deborah Stock - Hi from a warm and muggy Surrey, England 

 Robert Bowles - Hello from Clay, NY 

 Gwynn Socolich - @Barbara Dawes sorry to hear about your mom in love. Wow 103 
years....you husband has good genes! 

 Jennifer Fancher - I LOVE the picture of the little girl in the mirror! 

 RayleighU3A - Hi from sunny Rayleigh, Essex, England! 

 Ruth Marchese - Hello from Vero Beach, Florida 

 Ann Victoria Paras - Hi from Knoxville 

 Cindy Carpenter - Hello from Virginia 

 Sandra McDonald - I from Hampton, VA 

 Perida Mitchell - Hello from Thomasvile 

 Gwynn Socolich - Lisa do you have any Lynchburg Lynch families? 
From Lisa: Not that I know of.  

 Ceirra Georgia - Hello from Georgia 

 Kathy Taylor - Good morning, Mary Duke! 

 Joyce Siason - Good Morning. It is a beautiful day in So. Ill. 

 RayleighU3A - Good afternoon! 

 futuretreasures -  Hi from Lexington, MA 

 hugh williams- good afternoon from Basingstoke Uk. Home of Jane Austen 

 Maria Naccarato -  Hello from NYC! 

 Cathy C- Tea Forte is SOOOOOO good. Very high quality! 

 Gwynn Socolich - We have specialty tea store in Old Town San Diego, my favorite place to 
buy all kinds of tea. 

 Anne Renwick - Hi everyone! I'm drinking from my Elevenses with Lisa mug too  

 Sharon Holly-Sahlin - From California 

 Kelli Watts - Why does the best genealogy searching happen at night? 
From Lisa: Good question, and so true! 

 Nancy Johnson - Hello Joyce S.! 

 Anne Renwick - Hi Bill! 



 Carolyn Ender - Good morning from Georgetown TX 

 Betty-Lu .Burton - Hello from Arkansas 

 Carolyn Halladay - Had to jump up and get a glass of water--my favorite beverage 

 Sue Morrison - @gwynnsocolich. Were you in RLP 6 this past winter?? 

 Carolyn Appelbe - Hi everyone from Toronto 

 Penny Blackwell - Hello from Sheila Davis and I from Eastern Kentucky on the Ohio 

 Linda JUN - real that this is Episode 20!!! Where did the time Go? 

 Bernice Hartfield - Good Morning from St. Louis 

 Christine Behl -  good morning 

 Debra Honor- Hello from Amherstburg Ontario Canada 

 Andrea's Images - Hi Lisa! My first time to make a LIVE show! 

 Christine Behl - i am from Wisconsin! 

 Gwynn Socolich - @Sue Morrison nope I wasnt. I did, however, do the Family Tree 24 hour 
roots webinar online, loved it! 

 Jennifer Fancher - I'm in Wisconsin!  

 sylvia rogers - Good Morning from Chicago 

 Steve and Ruth Armstrong - Hi from eastern Iowa. 

 MargtheCar - Yep I have found many errors on death certificates. Depends who is doing the 
reporting. 

 Gwynn Socolich - Found a particular signer on death certs consistently on family death 
certificates in Findlay Ohio that made consist and mistakes! So look for a pattern of errors too. 

 Kathy Taylor - I have found that if the informant on a death certificate is a male, you can't 
trust what they say, and most of the blanks say "Don't know" if it was a son or son-in-law doing 
the informing. 

 Beverly Lorens - Greetings from Sacramento, CA 

 Linda J - Hi Bev, good to see you. 

 Sharon Holly-Sahlin - Hi Beverly, I am in Ca too! 

 Sarah Louann Cook Holmes - What would your next step be if you found more than on 
couple by this name? 
From Lisa: Put them in the order that they most closely line up with the timing (marriage c. 
1830) and the location (Limerick). Starting with the best match, search RootsIreland for their 
children. Ask “does my ancestor fit into the birth order?”  

 C Davis - Hi from Detroit, Michigan 



 D. B. - Hello from Orlando. Drink tea from my roots tech mug 

 Lucinda Lamme - Yay! for spreadsheets! 

 Natalie McLain -  Hello from Houston, TX 

 Beverly Lorens- Sharon Holly-Sahlin--what area of California? 

 Kelly K - I love that spreadsheet. I was doing just that for a family branch last night! 

 Dana Conway - Hi from Arizona. 

 Natalie McLain - Drinking Hibiscus Tea this morning. 

 Margaret Silva - Had chocolate mint tea last night it was like dessert. 

 Barbara Dawes - Can't imagine doing my genealogy without spreadsheets. Make reports in 
my Genealogy program and export it to spreadsheets - great for working in Archives 

 Toni - Writing my family history stories really helped me sort facts and missing years. 

 Pauline Ballentine - My husband's death certificate stated wrong cause of death 

 Gwynn Socolich - QUESTION: Lisa did you check Wisconsin Delayed Birth Certificates? 
From Lisa: Not in this case because all of Bridget and James’ children appear to have been born 
in Ireland (as was Margaret.) And so far, they all seemed concentrated in Minnesota. Since it 
sounds like James did not immigrate, finding additional births is low on my list.  

 Anne Renwick - @Barbara Dawes: which program do you use that can export to 
spreadsheets? 

 K M Vaughan - excel has a template for a family tree 

 Barbara Dawes - @Anne Renwick Actually an older version of FTM but think most 
programs should be able to make reports that one can either export or copy and paste into a 
spreadsheet 

 Kathy Taylor - @Barbara Dawes - How do you export the information from your genealogy 
program to a spreadsheet? I've always just typed in the information. I'm all for an easier way to 
do it. 

 Anne Renwick - @Barbara Dawes - cool, thanks! I have both FTM & RootsMagic. Will 
check it out. I use spreadsheets all the time for work. 

 Nancy Moff - Question: have you considered creating a separate tree with your maybes? 
Then it's often possible to merge into your "proven" tree. 
From Lisa: Yes, that’s a great strategy. If the records I’ve identified in my research plan start 
drying up and I’m still missing important information on the daughters, that is definitely on my 
list.  

 Gwynn Socolich - I am here...I just got the spinning wheel for a minute 

 Maria Naccarato - You're back! all good 

 Barbara Dawes - Yup, held my breath for a moment but your back 



Kathy Taylor - @Nancy Moff - I started doing that this weekend with my maybes. I was getting 
too confused so I started a tree with the maybes and am able to see the similarities to my known 
ancestors. 

 Barbara Dawes - I make a fellow named UNPLACED (use last name) and attach all my 
unknown people lines for that name I am working on so UNPLACED SMITH, UNPLACED 
MOIR etc. 

 Lynnette Bates - u's and n's are often transcribed incorrectly. 

 MargtheCar - Kathy T--so true! A female ancestor was a prospector in Klondike gold rush 
and a businesswoman after that for 20 years! What did her son put as her occupation on the death 
certificate? "Housewife" 

 Anne Renwick - Ooo how exciting, Lisa! 

 Betty-Lu .Burton - QUESTION: Did you write a specific research goal or a type of survey 
goal for your research of obits for the children 
From Lisa: Nothing more specific than what I showed. However, if I don’t find the daughters in 
this first go round, I will be updating it to try and expand my source list.  

 K M Vaughan - yesyesyesyes 

 Anne Renwick - Definitely sleepless nights! I was searching for 7 siblings in the same way! 

 Carolyn Halladay - Definitely had research take over my night!! Who needs sleep! 

 Toni - More than one!! I always hit the hot clue 10 minutes after I should have been in bed. 

 Cassandra Mathison - **** Great Resource for death certificates in Minnesota is "Minnesota 
County Death Records 1850 - 2001" on Family Search. This collection includes lots of images 
from Washington County 
From Lisa: Thank you! 

 Natalie McLain - Many Sleepness nights! 

 Sharon Holly-Sahlin - K M VAUGHAN where are you from? 

 Gwynn Socolich - When I am in the research groove my husband had to remind me to eat 

AND sleep!  

 K M Vaughan - Michigan 

 Sarah Mayberry Morawski - I love how their story is starting to come together! 

 K M Vaughan -  I am Kate 

 Sharon Holly-Sahlin- Hi Kate 

 K M Vaughan - Ann Arbor 

 Barbara Dawes - We use Snagit as well - it is great 

 K M Vaughan - QUESTION Where did we find our "breakthrough" 



 Cassandra Mathison - *** Another Website to check out is the Iron Range Research Center 
it has the complete Naturalization Index for the whole state of Minnesota 
From Lisa: Thank you! 

 Lucinda Lamme - Clip Happy!! I love it! 

 Steve and Ruth Armstrong - Check out Advantage Archives. 

 Lin Meeker - Sleep is not required when you are hot on the trail... my stomach never 
requires lunch when researching. 

 Natalie McLain - Check out The Ancestor Hunt website. Lots of newspapers especially from 
smaller libraries around the country. I have found many newspapers there. 

 Anne Renwick - QUESTION: what type of file does Snagit create? jpg? 
From Lisa: JPG, PDF, tons of different formats! Also GIFs, Video clips, etc.  
Learn more at https://tinyurl.com/snaggems  
 

 blssed60 - Hello from Philadelphia 

 Katie M Clifton - I use FastStone Screen Capture which is similar to Snagit, but less 
expensive and runs lighter on my PC. Love the functionality of both programs. 

 Carolyn Halladay - Ancestor Hunt has great resources--love it! 

 Barbara Dawes - @Anne Renwick I've been able to save in jpg as well as tiff if one wants 

 Anne Renwick - Thanks, Barb! 

 Gwynn Socolich - QUESTION: What if in streetview there is no blue line for the guy to go 
to? 
From Lisa: No blue line means no street view.  

 Anne Renwick - There are carvings at the top of that building - can you zoom? 

 Margaret Silva - Beautiful building 

 Sue Morrison - QUESTION: what is date on building?? 
From Lisa: 1888. Turns out 129 is the “Collaborations” doorway. See the show notes for more 
on that 😊😊 

 Deborah Stock - Looked like 1890 to me. The building to its right was 1888 

 Anne Renwick - omg - what a find! 

 Steve and Ruth Armstrong - wonderful! 

 Hazel Meldrum - Q Did you find the missing census for Margaret pre marriage 
From Lisa: No, not yet 😉😉  

 Sandy O'Halloran - Now I have tears in my eyes. 

 Sue Morrison - Wonder if Patrick fought in Civil War? 
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 Barbara Dawes - Just recently found on Find-a-Grave a stone for my 3rd great grandmother 
in Wisconsin - all I had known was she had died between 1871 and 1881 - now I know when and 
where;-) 

 Margaret Silva - Sue Morrison, I thought that also. 

 Anne Renwick - Well done, Barbara! 

 Deborah Stock - Satellite view will at least give you a sense of the environment if Streetview 
isn't available 

 Deborah Stock - Maggie or Peggy are nicknames for Margaret 

 Faatimah Maljee - peggy is often an irish nickname for margaret 

 Lin Meeker - Church records should be helpful on marriages for the girls 

 Gwynn Socolich - @Deborah Stock OK. Satellite... I will try that for my PA mountain and 
Ohio/Indiana farmlands. 

 Andrew Martin - Margaretta sometimes turns up for my Margarets too. 

 Carolyn Appelbe - Could also be Molly for Margaret 

 Linda Jordan - My ancestors giving me more grief are the men, not the women. 

 Rosalyn Dowling - Parrish Church death record for James Scully in Limerick. 
From Lisa: Yes, I did a quick search and didn’t find one. I will be revisiting that.  

 Betty-Lu .Burton - I have a Polly as a nickname for Margaret 

 Toni - @Linda Jordan ditto! 

 Colleen Holzheimer - also Margie 

 Cathy C - I found one of my brick walls under the name of Widow Tarbut (Talbott) - no 1st 
name, just Widow and mangled surname 

 Barbara Dawes - Polly is also used for Mary and Peter for Patrick 

 Deborah Stock - Scully might be transcribed as Seally perhaps 

 Kathy Taylor - Yep. Up until 2:00 this week reading all 106 detailed articles on my great-
uncle being tortured, beaten & left for dead in 1929. Had never heard of this story that occurred 
when my mother was 7. 

 Toni - @Cathy C I found Widow Walker that way. 

 Chriss - When I can't find a child's baptism but all the other children are baptised, I browse 
the images. Usually they are in there and they've either been missing or horribly transcribed. 

 K M Vaughan - have some Irish relatives know by several names aka (Mae is Catherine) 
(Chris is Clayton) and (Nora is Doreen) 

 Sandy O'Halloran - I have a Lynch from Ireland in my tree. My husband's Great 
Grandmother. She is from Cavan Ireland. 



 Pat windercove - IS THAT ASK IRELAND YOU USED? 
From Lisa: Browsing parish records at National Library Ireland (NLI)  

 Kathy Taylor - Don't know how they get it, but Peggy is another name for Margaret. 

 Carolyn Hennessee - Peggy is used for Margaret as well. 

 Kathryn Schultz - Margaret = Peggy 

 Lucinda Lamme - Have been browsing baptismal records in Java New York. St. Patrick's! 
Drawing on my high school Latin! 

 Sandra McDonald - Peg and Meg are names for Margaret 

 Deborah Stock - Margaret > Meg > Peg > Peggy 

 Cecelia DeBolt - I've seen Peggy as a nickname for Margaret. 

 Ruth Marchese - Peg or Peggy as nickname for Margaret 

 Cathy Siegl - Peg or Peggy or Meg are common names for Margaret...also Margie. 

 Jean Tempke - I have a "Margurite" (Marguerite) who also gets listed as Margaret 

 Andrew Martin - Scully, Skully, Scally, Sully, Scullie, Sullie etc, 

 Margaret Silva - I go by Maggie, but have been called, Marge, Peggy Marg, Molly etc. 

 MargtheCar - RootsMagic ToDo lists are good for creating Next Step lists 

 Tweety on the Trail - My sister-in-law is Margaret and everyone calls her Meg. 

 Nancy Moff - try SKULLY also Mgt. Marg. Maggie or perhaps she was not named when 
baptized 

 Sandy O'Halloran - Rita and Marty are other names for Margaret. 

 Toni - in 1792 PEI my Margaret is Peggy in the newspaper. 

 Sandra Flickinger - QUESTION: Did Margaret transfer membership from Catholic church 
in Ireland to American church? 
From Lisa: Good question.  

 Deborah Stock - I think Polly and Molly are usually nicknames for Mary, but I guess they 
could be for Margaret too 

 Angie Wilderman - USCIS prices are going up. 

 K M Vaughan - Also some Irish are christened with one name and confirmation child 
chooses another name. (my sibs and myself) 

 Jennifer Fancher - I'm loving this walkthru of the process you use! Very helpful to see a real 
example! Thank you so much!! 

 Carolyn Hennessee - I like using Find a Grave and click on the children's and spouse's name 
to get to their personal info in Find a Grave which can provide leads. 



 Jean Tempke - James could have come over earilier than Bridget & the kids to get settled & 
make money to send for them later 

 Hazel Meldrum - Mairead, Máiréad or Mairéad, is a feminine name and the Irish gaelic 
variation of the given Maragret 

 Lynnette Bates - Membership gives you so much information! Definitely recommend it! 

 Rosalyn Dowling - Question: DId you need to join or pay for the Minnesota Historical 
Society to research? 
From Lisa: No, it’s free! 

 K M Vaughan - Margaret - Peg 

 Elisa Eck - try Peggy for Margaret 

 Cindy Suda - Beth? Thinking of Little Women. ;) 

 Kathleen Kelley - In the book "Finding your Irish Ancestors" Margaret can be Madge, 
Maggie, Marge, Meg, Molly, Peg, Peggy or Polly. Latin is Margaret 

 Nancy Johnson - This session has been fascinating. Thank you very much. 

 K M Vaughan -  Margaret - Rita 

 RayleighU3A- Thank you! 

 Barbara Dawes - There are nearly 200 who could still do the thumbs up for Lisa 
From Lisa: Thank you Barbara! 

 Mary Culloden - Reminded for Canadians the .com is .ca 

 Anne Renwick - QUESTION: Will you ever ship your cool stuff outside the U.S.? (I'm 
thinking the books and jewelry). 
From Lisa: We no longer carry jewelry, but there is a link on each product page in our store to 
international shipping at our Lulu store.  

 Sunni O'neal - Sharing the development of your research question was very helpful to me. 

 Kathleen Kelley - My Irish consult with Kate is tomorrow! Can’t wait 

 Mary Duke - I have Irish ancestry and the past two episodes have been very helpful. Thank 
you so much. 

 Georgiann Youngstrom - So glad I turned in from Twin Falls, Idaho. 

 Anne Renwick - Will you write me a note saying I can do genealogy now instead of going 
back to work now that lunch break is over? 

 Pat windercove - THANK YOU..... 

 Rachel Ross - I have ordered the books from Romania and they came really quickly...very 
excited!  

 Toni - @Anne Renwick I'll write it for you and sign Lisa's name 

 Carolyn Halladay - Thanks, Lisa for such an inspirational presentation! 



 Kasey O'Keefe - Loved this episode! So fun and helpful to follow your process. Thank you. 

 Ceirra Georgia - I must have got one of the last Genealogy Gems pin, love it !! 
From Lisa: I stand corrected, we do still have a few pins available and because we ship those 
they are U.S. only. https://www.shopgenealogygems.com  

 Margaret Silva - Excellent talk. 

 Penny Blackwell - This was FULL of great ideas!! Thank you! 

 Pat windercove - I am starting again because of this episode.....thank you. 

 Lucinda Lamme - Oh, yes! This was great. 

 Lori Fogarty - Peg is sometimes used as a name for Margaret. 

 Jean Tempke - This was great! Thanks so much for doing these every week. 

 Cathy Siegl - Loved this. And I'm 98.% Irish 

 Dana Conway - Love the presentation! Especially since my husband’s family is from 
Minnesota. 

 Cindy Suda - Love the historical society collections--too easy to forget about those 
resources! 

 Gwynn Socolich - Thank You Lisa for sharing your research methodology and thought 
process. 

 Barbara Dawes - This is such a positive hour of my day 

 Katie M Clifton - Thank you! Great presentation! 

 K M Vaughan - followup from my earlier Think collecting where breakthrough happen 
would be great. me Ireland link from youngest childs christening record. obit etc. 

 Sandy O'Halloran - Thank you this was great! 

 Maryann Sezaki - Learned (or was reminded of things I once knew) SO MUCH today. 
Thank you! LOVE the Elevenses! 

 Jane Cronin - This was another great time together. 

 Jan Chavis - This was Fantastic! Thank you 

 K M Vaughan - yes yes Lisa 

 Anne Renwick - My dollhouse has a history! 

 Toni - Oh! I've done my house history!! And now I do people history ;-) 

 Sarah Mayberry Morawski - This was excellent. Thank you Lisa! 

 Barbara Dawes - @Anne Renwick That is so cool! 

 C Davis - Ooooh. House history. Yea. Thanks. 
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 Gwynn Socolich - I have been watching a British House history show. History of manors. 
Fascinating! 

 D Tittle - i did a house history for my youngest...he and his wife bought a 150 yr old 
victorian! 

 Natalie McLain - Thank you so much. I need to check out Historical Societies webpages. 

 Steve and Ruth Armstrong - Thank you, Lisa! 

 Anne Renwick - You make our week too, Lisa! 

 Nancy Trimble - You make my week special!! 

 Cindy Suda - Oh my gosh, yes!!! House Histories!!!!!!!!!! :D 

 K M Vaughan - you make me smile 
Kelly K - Great episode! 

 Kathy Taylor - The greatest hour of the week each and every week! 

 Lori Fogarty - Thank you. Very interesting. 

 Lucinda Lamme - This is high point of my week! 

 Nancy Johnson - We are also. 
Libby Klocke - Great Show!! 

 Cathy C - You make our week! 

 Lisa Louise Cooke's Genealogy GemsTHANK YOU ALL - Stay smart and brave! 

 BeeMelo - Thank you. 

 Karen Tomblin - Thanks Lisa! 
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